Golf Scope Monocular

Instructions for Use

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Stand behind the golf ball and use the golf scope to locate the flag stick on the green.
2. Align the "GREEN" line to the base of the flag stick by tilting the scope. Make sure to hold the scope so that the flag stick is perpendicular to the "GREEN" line.
3. Compare the position of the top of the flag stick to the yardage on the scale in the scope. The corresponding yard grid indicates the current distance from the hole.

If the view of the base of the flag stick is obstructed due to a hill or mound, use the following instructions to determine your distance to the flag stick if you are playing on a course with 8 foot striped flag sticks:

1. Stand behind the golf ball and use the golf scope to locate the flag stick on the green.
2. Align the "GREEN" line to the lowest visible stripe of the flag stick by tilting the scope. Make sure to hold the scope so that the flag stick is perpendicular to the "GREEN" line.
3. Compare the position of the top of the flag stick to the yardage on the scale in the scope. Note the corresponding yard grid number.
4. Multiply the number of visible bands on the flag stick by the distance shown in the viewfinder and then divide that number by 8.

EXAMPLE: If the top of the flag stick is directly across from 200 on the scale and only the top four (4) bands are visible on the flag stick, then you are 100 yards from the hole (4 x 200 / 8 = 100).

CAUTION: Viewing the Sun can cause permanent eye damage. DO NOT use this optical product to view the Sun with the naked eye.